Experience the art of mixing play and serious work, learning together and doing something of value. In this unique, three-day prototyping co-creating event, we will find and experience solutions in the present for some of the challenges of tomorrow.

Each Summit has had a special theme and a unique format, and they all share the principles and core values of Future Centers. They are big in content but small in size.

The Unique Experience of Future Center Summits

Join the three-day prototyping lab: we will visit and experience several world-class Future Centers, and the multi-located conference will provide you with an opportunity to learn from culturally diverse wisdom, sharing concepts and experiences across the world.

Since 2005, Future Center Summits have served as a global community of Future Centers and similar dedicated innovation environments, as well as Future Center practitioners. These organizations are big in content but small in size.

We are a global community of Future Centers and similar dedicated innovation environments, working together as part of the global community of Future Centers and the Future Center Alliance. Together we will explore and co-create impact, using real world challenges as an agenda, and real world locations as a laboratory: we will prototype some of these ideas in small groups, and new ways of thinking and working will follow.
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The Unique Experience of Future Center Summits

The summi’s timing is perfect: Leonardo da Vinci was born on April 15th, 1452, the same month as the first building of BloxHub. Denmark’s new center for architecture, design and new ideas. The BloxHub official opening is one day before our visit, so it will be extra-fresh and exciting.

Practicalities

In order to make the journey and the impact of Future Center Summits accessible to all, the conference and workshops are free of charge. Participants are responsible for their own travel and accommodation. A list of recommended hotels in Copenhagen, Malmo, and Lund will follow.

Accommodation

Fees

Participation fees:

Participation in the conference and workshops is free of charge.

Accommodation

Recommended hotels in Copenhagen, Malmo, and Lund will follow.

Future Center Alliance

The Future Center Alliance is the largest community of Future Centers. joining forces to co-create and deliver impact. Together we will explore and co-create impact, using real world challenges as an agenda, and real world locations as a laboratory: we will prototype some of these ideas in small groups, and new ways of thinking and working will follow.

Future Center Summits have served as a global community of Future Centers and similar dedicated innovation environments, working together as part of the global community of Future Centers and the Future Center Alliance. Together we will explore and co-create impact, using real world challenges as an agenda, and real world locations as a laboratory: we will prototype some of these ideas in small groups, and new ways of thinking and working will follow.
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